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Abstract—This paper presents a solution for implementing context-based self-adaptive sensor fusion systems. The adaptation process works over an ontology-based description of the problem space that includes sensors and other information sources, a repository of algorithms, and data types managed by the fusion system. An automatic reasoning module integrates this description with contextual information of the system, and determines how to combine available solution elements, to produce a fused output that best satisfies the goals of the system.

Our proposal keeps the system working in the best conditions under events that include (a) intermittent sensor availability, (b) changing fusion requirements and (c) uneven information quality. Compared with existing proposals, our solution provides a generic mechanism to integrate arbitrary external factors in the adaptation process, such as context-related events, constraints and specific knowledge about the algorithms.

We present an example on ground vehicle navigation, which combines on-board sensors with those available in a smartphone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adaptability is a key concept in the path towards intelligent systems that can deliver optimal response in an open and always changing world. Most sensor fusion applications have a closed design that combines a fixed sensor set configuration with a processing logic that is thought to deliver best results, but this type of solutions can show degraded performance when the working conditions change.

The context of a system has a direct influence on its performance, understanding context as "every factor that constraints or affects the process of solving a problem, without being part of the problem or the solution itself". It has been proved that exploiting our knowledge about this context can help in the detection of unfavorable conditions and subsequent application of corrective actions. Some works as [1][2] show how to infer and apply context information directly to fusion algorithms for increasing its accuracy and robustness, but the potential of context information extends to other applications as algorithm and sensor selection. The question of what is context and what is just part of the problem can be rather complex and subtle in some border cases. We provide a brief discussion on this subject later on.

This work presents a system that can solve generic fusion problems using an arbitrary, dynamic set of sensors and a repository of processing algorithms, incorporating context information to enhance the adaptability and quality of the final solution. This information, which receives the name of Problem Space Characterization, is expressed in terms of an ontology that can be exploited by a Fusion Adaptation Module. This module decides how to modify the solution for getting optimal results, based on the desired fusion products, the features of the involved components, and contextual information either acquired or inferred.

In order to make this possible, we had to make our way through the following steps:

- Define a formal system for expressing Problem Space Characterizations: domain, constraints, data/information types, sensors and algorithms.
- Define a formal system for expressing the relevant context information and how it affects the problem.
- Design a procedure that, given a problem specification, determines how to solve it using some available tools. The solution has to be the best possible one, according to some criteria expressed in the Problem Space Characterization.
- Combine the aforementioned elements in a generic framework for developing adaptive sensor fusion problems.

The developed solution is applied to a previously explored scenario [3] of GNSS/INS fusion for car navigation in mixed urban and open road environments. The car is equipped with mid-end inertial device (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer) and GPS receiver with differential capabilities. In order to make the problem more interesting and increase the robustness of the final solution, the system can use the same sensors (inertial and GPS) in a smartphone that is placed inside the vehicle.

We show that the proposed system can determine and configure a suitable fusion solution under dynamic changes in sensor availability, desired products and system context, trying to optimize quality indicators as energy consumption or accuracy of the solution. The context of the system includes the battery status of the smartphone, if it is being used in that moment, and the type of environment in which the vehicle is moving.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

This section reviews the existing literature for works related with our proposal. Since this proposal comprehends different areas, we have split the review in subsections.
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A. Problem-space and Context description

We have identified ontologies as the right tool for describing problem space and relevant context information. Ontologies have a good number of benefits when used for knowledge representation [4]: they allow to describe concepts, domain assumptions and constraints, and it is possible to apply automatic logical inference processes over them. An important application for ontologies is to define a common vocabulary that ensures some degree of interoperability between automated systems. Another advantage is that ontologies can be easily interpreted by both humans and computer.

The paper [5] describes how the System Entity Structure (SES) ontology framework can be used to improve how information is exchanged. The idea is to enable centralized Data Fusion processes that acquire information from networked environments. It is used to transform raw data to different (high-level) representations that satisfy the needs of the various layers in a Data Fusion system.

Dockhorn-Costa describes in her thesis [6] the concepts and fundamental structures for supporting the development of Context-aware applications. It contains a very detailed and solid work on modeling, representing and using context information. It defends the use of foundational ontologies for "representing conceptualizations that are truthful to reality". These and other works as [7] contain nice and clear examples on using ontologies to describe context information and components of computational systems. Our proposal takes some of their ideas and principles.

In the article [8], a context-aware fusion system for harbor surveillance is presented. Authors propose using OWL ontologies to describe the elements of the problem (vessels and their characteristics/features, navigation channels and others), and defines a set of rules for detecting anomalous behaviors using SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language). Pellet inference engine [9] applies those rules to the entities in the ontology to detect vessels breaking navigation rules. The use of ontologies presents some drawbacks. Knowledge modeling and exploitation requires a higher effort compared with other tools as rule-based systems that would suffice for a simple system as the case of study we presented here. A rule-based approach provides additional advantages as clarifying the reasoning process in charge of adapting the system.

An important remark about this work, is that it uses ontologies for representation purposes but not for inference or reasoning. The reasoning/inference processes read information from the ontology, but use a custom process that combines a rule-based system with a search algorithm. In spite of the higher design and development cost, we encourage the use of ontologies for representing knowledge when it is important to reuse knowledge, or to enhance interoperability between collaborating systems. We find this last case in the proposed scenario, where the smartphone contributes with its sensors to the fusion process but it is not guaranteed to be part of the system.

B. Context-based adaptation

We found in [10] a proposal resembling ours, but more generically defined and not restricted to sensor fusion. It defines a generic Information Fusion Framework strongly focused in the creation of adaptive fusion processes. These adaptive processes represent the 4th level of the JDL model and can affect every part of the fusion application, including algorithms internal parameterization, the interaction between them, and sensor/resource management. The components in charge of doing the adaptation are spread over the whole architecture, and receive the name of "adaptive logic" blocks. They combine information about current system performance and relevant contextual data. Our work is restricted to sensor fusion, which includes only levels 0 and 1 of the JDL model, and is expected to deal with information having a lower abstraction level, both for fusion and context.

In [11], authors discuss the requirements of a middleware for context-aware applications with ubiquity features. We are not interested in context-aware applications and do not pursue ubiquity, but the paper presents some thoughts of interest:

- Support for context evolution: the middleware must support the inclusion of new context types/concepts without affecting the execution of consumer processes.
- Extensible abstractions for accessing and using knowledge: the middleware should allow access to context information through mechanisms that are adequate for the level of abstraction of the target applications. It should allow the specification of new abstractions in top of the existing base of knowledge.
- Architectural independence: related with permitting access to context information from different platforms (hardware or software).
- Decoupling between context management and inference mechanisms: authors argue that the mechanisms for context inference must be decoupled from context management infrastructures, because it results in a good trade-off of expressiveness, consistency, computational efficiency and reusability.

They also identify ontologies as the appropriate tool for modeling context, and the middleware approach as the more suitable mechanism for decoupling context management and usage.

C. Automatic sensor and algorithm selection

Some authors claim that most sensor fusion works need to use all the available sensors all the time. The reason is that we can expect superior performance from fusion systems tailored for a specific problem, especially when they exploit domain knowledge through the subtle relations between sensors or problem variables. This results, however, in highly coupled solutions that are less robust against (a) sensor failure/outage, (b) sensors showing unexpected low performance (c) external conditions invalidating prior knowledge of the domain.

The article [12] presents a rule-based framework that selects the most reliable sensors and most suitable algorithm
for fusing sensor data in a mobile robot platform. The framework does not require any preliminary knowledge about the sensors involved, although the presented solution is limited to sensors whose measures can be translated to grid occupancy maps, such as the cameras and ultrasonic sensors used in the experiment. That simplification provides a homogeneous view of the sensory information, making possible to calculate comparable quality metrics.

III. PROPOSAL

This section contains a detailed description of our proposal. It begins with an overview of the whole architecture (see Fig.1), which is a complete rework over the fundamental concepts explored in the previous works [13], [14] and then details the adaptation-related components.

A. Architectural components

The proposed architecture is based on two important concepts: virtual sensors and widgets.

Information sources are abstracted as "virtual sensors" [15], that provide data through an homogeneous interface, hiding the specific mechanisms through which it is produced. We find an example in the Android OS API, that defines sensors for counting steps or provide the gravity direction vector. These virtual sensors can be backed by hardware implementation (manufacturers are encouraged to implement step counting on hardware to save battery) or be derived/composed by other information, but this fact is transparent to the developer.

The components of the fusion system are abstracted as Widgets [16]. A widget can be seen as a reusable building block that encapsulates a functionality. It exposes a well defined interface that can be used to control it, feed the required input information and extract the produced outputs. Widget-based architectures rely on a centralized control component that acts as repository of available widgets and existing links between components. In our case, the central component is the Fusion Adaptation Module, described later in this section.

These abstractions are fundamental in our proposal for two reasons: they make possible to provide a formal and normalized description of the fusion system components, and simplify the automatic creation of valid sensor fusion schemes. Both aspects are explored in the next subsections.

B. Problem-space description

The proposed ontology describes and relates the different pieces of problem, this is, data elements (inputs, outputs, context information), sensors and algorithms. It is defined using OWL (Ontology Web Language) [17], which is constructed in top of RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema, a more basic language for describing ontologies). Both RDFS and OWL can be serialized using the XML representation of RDF language [18]. We have chosen XML-RDF as vehicular language because it is accepted by the majority of ontology edition and visualization tools, and is easy to process with Jena library, written in Java language and part of the Apache tools.

OWL and RDFS are defined as “a language for describing vocabularies”. We consider a vocabulary as a set of descriptions of classes and properties. The ontology is populated with individuals, that are elements defined and interrelated according to the rules of this vocabulary. A RDF ontology starts describing a hierarchy of classes. A class is a category for individuals, quite similar to OOP (Object Oriented Programming) classes stripped from its behavior (only data). Individuals can belong to several classes at the same time.

The other element of a vocabulary are properties. We are using two types of properties in this work: object properties and data properties. An object property relates two individuals. For example: our ontology defines the "produces" property, whose domain is DataNode and ranges over DataProduct. It can be used to express that a gps sensor produces a latitude-longitude fix. Data properties relate individuals with literal values, and can be seen as the attributes/fields of classes in OOP languages. An example is "energyConsumption" property: its domain are DataNode individuals, and its value is the enumeration "High", "Medium", "Low", "None" (it could be represented as a real number, for example the consumption in mW).

Fig. 2. Hierarchy of classes in the problem-space description ontology

Classes: Fig.2 shows the hierarchy of classes used for this work. The top elements are the most important concepts, while the subcategories are defined for further inference processes. Let us describe the top classes:

- Data Nodes are the basic building blocks of a fusion system. They have a direct correspondence with the Widgets that produce and/or consume the information. The presented figure show several subcategories: Sensors –both virtual and real–, Data Conversion functions, Sensor Corrective actions and Fusion Algorithms. These subcategories can help defining constraints or inference processes, as the roots of a fusion process have to be Sensors or “a Fusion Process graph cannot contain
loops, except when the loop involves a sensor corrective action.

- Data Types categorize the type of information managed by the system. The figure shows a further decomposition in Numeric, Image, Map, Symbolic and Text classes. Applications requiring additional detail can use existing ontologies as NASA QUDT (Quantities, Units, Dimensions and Types) ontology (for more details check [19]).

- Data Products are auxiliary entities for representing attributed data production or consumption. RDF ontologies can express through an Object Property that a Data Node “produces” information of a certain Data Type. However, this relation does not allow features as “Sensor Y produces data type Z at 5Hz with high accuracy”. Data Product is an instrumental entity that can be placed between both classes and be attributed with data properties that express the desired features. Thus, the above statement can be reflected as the composition of “Sensor Y produces Data Product Z”, “Data Product Z has Data Type Y”, “Data Product Z update rate is 5Hz” and “Data Product Z quality is high”.

Object Properties in Fig.3 have been classified according to their domain class: properties of data nodes and properties of data products. The first category includes the relations “produces” and “consumes”. They allow to express which Data Products are the inputs and outputs of Data Nodes. The property “preconditionedTo” is intended to describe arbitrary requirements for a Data Node being applicable, such as a certain Data Node being active.

The second category, properties of data products, contains the property “hasType” that relates a data product with a data type. It also the inverse relations “producedBy” and “consumedBy”, in this work, by

Fig. 3. Object properties in the problem-space description ontology

Data Properties, in Fig. 4, allow to add literal values to individuals. Following the example of Object Properties, we have defined three categories depending on the domain class.

data-type-property contains two data properties: “cardinality”, describing the size (number of elements) of a data type individual, and “basic_type”, that can be used to indicate the type of its underlying data elements.

Fig. 4. Data properties in the problem-space description ontology
This ontology can be further developed to include new features for sensors and algorithms, and support more complex reasoning processes.

C. Context management module

Context management module is in charge of keeping an updated record of the context relevant to the fusion system. It is also in charge of satisfying the needs of contextual information of the different components of the fusion system, with the required level of abstraction and through adequate abstract channels.

Developers are encouraged to describe the relevant context knowledge through an ontology, to foster reusability and improve information exchange between systems. However, it is very difficult to reach a unique representation of contextual information that is suitable for all the problems. Thus, we do not propose a set of classes and properties, as we did with the problem-space description. A concrete example is included in the IV section.

We have defined two channels for accessing the context information maintained by this module. The first one is through virtual sensors linked to the context variable of interest. These virtual sensors can be integrated into the fusion solution by the fusion adaptation module, just as any other data node. The second one is a subscription service that notifies updates in context variables to the interested entities. In our case, the Fusion Adaptation Module can integrate these updates into its inference processes to improve the selected fusion solution.

D. Fusion adaptation module

For this work, we implemented a simple Fusion Adaptation module that loads the specification of information sources and data processing nodes, and generates a valid fusion solution that provides the required outputs.

Back to Fig. 1, the Fusion Adaptation module contains three elements: the problem space description, the repository of solution elements and the inference process. The repository of elements is a software library (or set of libraries) that provides fusion algorithms and other tools following the aforementioned widget style. The proposed solution does not impose restrictions on the real implementation of these components, which can be in-place software or just a wrapper over remote services. Each library has a companion ontology detailing its contents, from the mandatory basic aspects as inputs/outputs to extended features as quality, constraints, or requirements. Problem space description is composed by the union of the sensor set description and these companion ontologies. Describing the problem space through ontologies has an additional advantage: sensors and algorithms can be incorporated online to the adaption process.

The last element in the figure is the Inference process, in charge of combining the available solution elements to create the sensor fusion system expected to deliver the best performance in the present conditions. It selects which sensors and algorithms are used, and how they are connected. The optimal implementation depends on the domain of application and the considered factors, e.g. contextual information and solution quality indicators. For this work, we have chosen an event-triggered search process, where the terms of the search are affected by contextual factors. The process is as following:

a) Event processing: Fusion adaptation module receives an event. We have defined the following events: (a) Some sensor is no longer available (b) A new sensor is available (c) Some context variable has changed (d) The list of desired fusion products has changed.

b) Determine reach of the event: The inference process determines how the received event affects the elements of the solution. The effect can be direct, e.g. if a sensor is down, the equivalent DataNode has to be marked as not available so that it is not used in a solution, or indirect, e.g. in the selected case of use, some fusion algorithms cannot be used if the vehicle is moving underground. For more details, see table II.

This information is ideally described as constraints or rules in the different ontologies used to describe the problem. An inference process can be used for generic constraint reasoning. Previously in this paper, we referenced the work [8], which defines rules using SWRL to reason directly over the domain ontology. Ontology-based reasoning is, however, a computationally expensive choice. We overcome this problem using the Drools rule-based system [20]: this library, written in Java, provides a fast inference engine (implements the RETE algorithm). Rules can be defined in text files that can be loaded dynamically, and the inference engine can use Java objects of the target application as facts for the knowledge base. The implemented system is equivalent to using SWRL and Pellet for ontology reasoning. For more details, check section IV.

c) Compose sensor fusion solution: Once the elements of the solution have been modified according to the events, a new sensor fusion solution is composed. For this work, we chose to restrict valid solutions to a tree: a directed graph with no loops. The list of desired fusion products is fed into the system as a data node that consumes data without producing any output. It is the root of the tree.

Solutions are composed through back-chaining, guided by a search algorithm that follows a depth-first strategy. The leaves of the tree will be sensors (pure information sources), that produce data without requiring any input. In many cases, there are several valid solutions for a given set of conditions. Our implementation determines which is the best solution
using a set of rules which determine the suitability of each solution under different contexts. It comprises basic checks such as avoiding self-connections and loops, as well as more advanced criteria as maximization/minimization of numeric indicators — energy consumption, accuracy score. For more details, check section IV

IV. CASE OF USE

We have selected a mixed open and urban ground navigation scenario. The fusion system is initially composed by an on-board MEMS IMU (gyroscope and accelerometer) and a differential GPS receiver. At some point in time, it is augmented with a smartphone that also includes IMU and GPS, and some other sensors and sources of information. The result is a redundant, heterogeneous sensor set. This scenario presents several difficulties:

- Fusion requirements change over time.
- Sensor availability change over time.
- Sensors performance is uneven. For example, GPS signal is subject to degradation and outages in urban navigation, and the smartphone is not guaranteed to keep its orientation with respect to car body — this makes harder the interpretation of IMU readings.

Part of this information is explicit (fusion requirements, sensor availability), but some other has to be inferred, such as when the vehicle is in urban environment.

A. Problem-space model

The problem space is described creating individuals in the ontology. These individuals have to represent the sensor set, the involved data types and the features/requirements of the consumed/produced data.

We created a total of 8 sensors (Data Nodes), 5 Data Types and 8 data products to represent the two available sets of sensors. Table I summarizes the data introduced in the ontology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-board</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Bias corrected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gyroscope</td>
<td>angular rate</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>acceleration</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Lat-Lon</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff-GPS</td>
<td>Lat-Lon</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smartphone</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Bias corrected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gyroscope</td>
<td>angular rate</td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer</td>
<td>acceleration</td>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Lat-Lon</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery sensor</td>
<td>battery level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The repository of algorithms include:

- 3 Fusion Algorithms:
  - a Kalman Filter that uses position measures to estimate position and speed of the vehicle.
  - an Unscented Kalman Filter that calculates the attitude (orientation) from the position and the angular rates of the vehicle.
  - a Unscented Kalman Filter using the position, angular rate and acceleration of the vehicle to estimate its full kinematics.

- 1 Sensor Corrective Action: estimates and compensates the bias of the gyroscope. It requires knowing when the vehicle is stopped, and the raw (biased) angular rates.
- 2 Virtual Sensors for context data: a stop detector and a turn detector. The availability of these sensors is determined automatically from the Context description ontology (see next section). There is a potential virtual sensor for each context variable (i.e. smartphone placement and energy policy), but they have not been integrated in the solution search process because they are not used as input to any fusion algorithm.

B. Context model

We chose a simple context for this application, consisting on four different pieces of information.

- Vehicle environment (inferred): open road, urban or underground.
- Vehicle motion conditions (inferred): vehicle stopped, vehicle turning.
- Smartphone energy policy (explicit): critical, low, normal or plugged.
- Smartphone placement (inferred): resting or on user hand

These elements are defined in a OWL ontology, as shown in Fig.5.

![Context description ontology for the ground vehicle navigation experiment](image)

Regarding the acquisition of context information, vehicle environment is automatically inferred using the availability and quality of GPS measures and the speed of the vehicle and the motion conditions of the vehicle are calculated from the inertial readings. In future experiments motion conditions could be explicitly acquired from the ODB-II port of the vehicle, but this will not affect components of the fusion system consuming this context information thanks to the Context management module and the virtual sensor abstraction.

Smartphone placement is determined using accelerometer readings, that change direction of the gravity vector and are significantly noisier when a user takes the device. The
context management module acquires context information from sensors and from Data Nodes designed to calculate or infer these features. In our case, context acquisition processes are fixed (not adaptive), so we simply add the required inputs as desired fusion outputs, and let the Fusion Adaptation module calculate a valid generation scheme.

Part of the domain logic is referred to how context affects the solution of the fusion problem. In our case, we have identified some contextual constraints on sensor usability and the applicability of some fusion algorithms. More specifically, we will include the following constraints in the reasoning processes of the Fusion Adaptation module:

- If smartphone energy policy is critical, its sensors must not be used.
- If the smartphone is not resting in a surface, the accelerometer and gyroscope readings cannot be used to determine vehicle motion.
- If environment is urban, solutions not using GPS are preferred. Filtering solutions based on GPS alone are discarded.

Since the Fusion adaptation process replicates relevant ontology information in a Java application, we can use Drools to mimic the capabilities of an ontology-based reasoning system directly over the inference process of the implemented Fusion Adaptation module. The rules used in this case, shown in II, have direct translation between SWRL and Drools languages.

### Table II

**Contextual constraints on sensor set and algorithms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Conditional</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smartphone (any)</td>
<td>INCOMPATIBLE</td>
<td>EnergyPolicy == LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’accel.</td>
<td>REQUIRE</td>
<td>Placement == RESTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’gyro</td>
<td>REQUIRE</td>
<td>Placement == RESTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFKinematic</td>
<td>INCOMPATIBLE</td>
<td>Environment == UNDERGR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKFAttitude</td>
<td>INCOMPATIBLE</td>
<td>Environment == UNDERGR.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Fusion adaptation**

We have tested the system for a mixed urban and open road trajectory. The Fusion Adaptation module is notified of relevant changes in the system:

- Addition and removal of sensors: smartphone is available only from t=100s to t=300s.
- Changes in relevant context: the trajectory starts in urban environment, switches to open road around t=150s and goes back to urban close to the end. The battery status of the smartphone starts in "plugged", and switches to "critical" at t=200s.
- Changes in the list of required fusion products. We start asking for position and linear speed, change to only position but with high accuracy during the open road fragment. At the end, we add turn detection to the list of desired products.

The adaptation module calculates a new solution right after detecting each change. We include two sample solutions reached by the system. Fig.6 is a solution around t=120s that returns the vehicle position and its linear speed, with smartphone sensors available and moving in a strict urban environment with poor GPS signal. The system chose to take the position from a Kalman Filter, and use the Unscented Kalman filter to extract the speed.

The second solution, shown in Fig.7, describes a solution in open road environment where the system is asked to produce a high-accuracy position and stop detection, with smartphone in critical battery status. In this case, the solution includes the simple kinematic Kalman Filter using the available differential GPS readings. The stop detection module, fed by the onboard sensors (smartphone is not available due to battery status), is also connected to the output.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper presents a generic framework for creating multi-sensor fusion applications. The framework is composed by an ontology for describing sensor fusion problems and the elements available for solving them, a generic architecture for context-aware sensor fusion, and an inference module that determines the best solution for a given problem in the considered context.

The capabilities of the proposed solution include:

- inclusion of arbitrary sensors, sources of information and processing algorithms, as long as they are described in terms of the proposed ontology.
- online addition and removal of sensors and processing algorithms (while the fusion process is running).
• maintenance of a context information repository accessible by any component of the fusion process.
• automatic determination of the optimal fusion solution for a given list of required fusion products. The solution takes into account the relevant context of the system and can incorporate arbitrary criteria for determining the suitability of the solutions.

The correct application of the framework has been shown to create fusion systems that are robust against sensor failures and external conditions affecting the performance of a sensor or a particular processing scheme. Context information is a fundamental aspect of this adaptability. The proposed design principles do also improve the reusability of the implemented software, and make easier to augment a existing system with new algorithms, sensors and capabilities.

A real experiment is briefly described, that illustrates the usage of the framework, some of its capabilities and the obtained results.
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